




A prize-fighter has been known, on radio or TV (or at least in movies), to turn to the audi-

ence and address a word over the mike to his mother, such as, "It was a hard fight, Mom,
but I won."

After wrestling with the first 3 issues of SPACEMEN your editor would like to exercise a

pugilist's privilege of presenting a little personal word from a grand old 77 years young lady

who has never seen herself in print and will probably be as astonished as if she just opened

the door and found a 10' green Martian standing there when she (Carroll—Mrs, William S.

Ackerman] finds herself published in her son's magazine with these words:

"Forry dear:

"Your second issue of SPACEMEN is smashing—so full of interesting read-

ing for adults and young folks. Thanks for your magazine.

Love, Mother"

Mother has come a long way since 1929, the one & only time when (I was just a teenager

then) she and my dad (who died 10 years ago) ganged up on me and suggested I should take

up some hobby more sensible than collecting magazines about space & time.

So, to you young readers I say: Don't be discouraged if anyone around you today, amongst
family or friends, questions your taste in reading material when you bring this magazine to

learn what it'll be like to be a Space Cadet or How the First Girl got to the Moon or How
to Make Worlds Collide for Fun & Profit. Because one day early in the 21st Century (which

is only 40 years away) you'll probably get a spacecard from your mother or dad reading:

"Having wonderful vacation here in New California, pleasure capital of Southern

Mars. Wish you were here.

"PS: Found a wonderful present for you in the Old Martian sector of Barsoomville,

in a magazine shop featuring rarities of Earth, Mars & Venus: we're bringing you

back a mint copy of the 1986 Silver Anniversary issue of SPACEMEN!

Love, The Folks"



HI, SPACE SPORTS! Space Port #1 here

has been showered (meteor showered,

that is) with your missives & missiles, and

here is another selection of All Star let-

ters from the 4 corners of space. (Come

to think of it, if space has corners, then

we must live in a Square Space—no won-

der it's so hard to get around in!)

A TOAST FROM AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL

"Here's to you Aces of wide open Spaces!

Never slacken your Paces to faraway Places,

And show us the faces of alien Races!"

JOCK ROOT

(Temporary home: New York)

FICTION FANCIERS

The O'Henry's Comet shorts were very good in

both issues. My father, who can usually guess

the endings of stories such as these, was be-

witched, bothered & bewildered by the endings

of "The Space Smuggler" & "Space World Re-

bellion". Here's my vote for a picture-story

serial on FLASH GORDON. I have been reading

sci-fi novels & magazines for about 3 years now

(I'm 11) and I think SM is about the best mag-

azine on Science Fiction that I've read yet.

MICHAEL LLORET

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SATISFIED SPACEMAN
f have nothing but compliments for SPACEMEN.
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The articles and fotos in SM #1 seemed hard

to match but when I bought SM #2 those were

words of the past. My favorite article in SM #1
was 12 TO THE MOON and in #2 the behind-

the-scenes review of THE WAR OF THE WORLDS.

Basil Gogos' cover was great but I'd like to give

special praise to newcomer Bruce Minney for

his fabulous cover on the 2d issue. I have just

one request: I would enjoy a review of the

motion picture THE ATTACK ON THE SAUCER-

MEN in a future issue. SPACEMEN and FAMOUS

MONSTERS are 2 of the greatest periodicals on

the market. I'll be buying them for years to

come.

PAUL YEREANCE

NEWBURGH, N. Y.

• Thanx, Paul. It's very likely we'll run a re-

view of the Saucermen film in a future issue-

perhaps even publish the original story on which

it was based, for comparison.

THREE THINGS

I would like to see in your magazine three

things—(1) An article on some great science

fiction movie of the near past like 1984, THIS

ISLAND EARTH, THE TIME MACHINE, FORBIDDEN

PLANET, CONQUEST OF SPACE;—(2) A story or

preview of some forthcoming film;—and (3) An

article on some early historical scientifilm like

JUST IMAGINE. You are already doing most of

this but in a very poor way. In your article on

WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE there were too few

pictures. I would much rather have 3 to 5

smaller pictures a page than 1 or 2 large ones.

There were 10 pictures of WHEN WORLDS COL-

LIDE and I figure there could have been 20 to 24.

(One thing, Spaceman Corcoran: availability. We
don't always have as many fotos as we'd like

to publish on any one picture. If you or anyone

else can supply us with another dozen of the

great shots you would like to see, no one would

be happier than we to share them with our

readership.) Last is my biggest disappointment

—the written articles: I thought you said they

were going to be "less punful, more serious".

Yet they weren't. Please leave out the jokes,

puns and sensationalism; just give a good story

outline of the film and let it go at that. I don't

mean to sound like someone who finds the

worst in everything. You need a lot of improv-

ing but I like the magazine well enough to send

in my subscription. PS Is it possible to work

in some color photographs?

CORCORAN SNEED

M0NTEVALL0, ALA.

• Color pix? Sure—if you want to pay $1 a

copy ... or induce a couple hundred thousand

more readers to subscribe!

SALUTE TO AN ARMCHAIR SPACEMAN

• The late E. Everett Evans, author of "The

Planet Mappers", "The Man of Many Minds"

and "Alien Minds"—3 books among many short-

er space stories—as he was seen at the spe-

cial midnite showing of DESTINATION MOON at

the 8th World Science Fiction Convention (Port-

land, Ore., 1950).

ALL HE WANTS IS EVERYTHING!

Requests: the Martian who is inside a glass

globe from the movie INVADERS FROM MARS

. . . more pictures of Rocket Man . . . flying

saucers from all different kinds of movies and

also those on TV ... the Ymir fighting the bull

elephant from 20 MILLION MILES TO EARTH . . .

the creature from IT!—THE TERROR FROM BE-

YOND SPACE ... the rockets, planets, beings

from other worlds, etc., of TV's Rocky Jones . .

.

a close-up of THE BRAIN FROM PPLANET AROUS

...the Martian thing and the city from THE

ANGRY RED PLANET . . . some scenes from

THE MOLE PEOPLE . . . more scenes from the

BLACK LAGOON series ... THE AMAZING

COLOSSAL MAN (giant size) at a distance . . .

Continued on page 6
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saw. It is really too bad that these classics

get hacked up as the modern viewer may get

a poor impression of the result. The Pal fea-

ture appealed to me greatly and I hope you

will continue this policy of running articles

from time to time on how the movie effects

are done. 1 don't think this destroys the illusion

of the story but makes it more interesting.

The thing that pleases me most about SPACE-

MEN is the number of new people it will intro-

duce to science fiction. While there is science

fiction everywhere these days, there are few

magazines still devoted to it. An interest in

space and space adventures is one of the chief

starting points of a science fiction fan. Through

reading your magazine I believe many will find

they want to read more of the same kind of

fiction and articles and will try other maga-

zines. And from there find that they want to

write or talk about it with other fans of science

fiction. I've been a science fiction fan for over

15 years and enjoyed it as much as any hobby

I can think of. The correspondence with other

fans; the clubs I've belonged to
;
the Conven-

tions I've attended; and above all the many

friends I've made—they all started for me by

writing letters of comment, much like this one,

to editors of magazines. So I look to SPACE-

MEN as a starting ground for new Fans; a mag-

azine where readers, especially the young read-

ers, who are interested in Space and the Fu-

ture can get together and exchange ideas. As

a science fiction fan whose star has never

wavered for 36 years, Forry, I'm sure this hope

is in good hands.

RICK SNEARY

SOUTH GATE, CALIF.

pictures of movies I had seen some time ago

and thought were forgotten. The article on

WAR OF THE WORLDS was great! I liked the

movie so much I saw it 4 times. Now I'm

going to send in the $2 for my subscription

and also the half-rock for SM #1 that stupid

me missed!

PHIL URBANSKI

TOLEDO, 0.

STARS IN HIS EYES

MORRIS SCOn DOLLENS

• Pictured above with one of his famous inter-

planetary paintings is the Hollywood artist

whose work you frequently find featured in our

pages, the producer of DREAM OF THE STARS.

Continued from page 4

all the Flash Gordons . . . space battles, peo-

ple melted down by ray guns, etc? How about

showing some scenes in which Superman (or

Superboy) is flying, and how they make Super-

man fly? I would like to see Superman (George

Reeves) in your magazine and stills from his

adventures (screen) with the Mole people, the

Moon men, etc. And from his television series:

some SUPERMAN AND THE MARTIAN, THE TWIN

SUPERMAN (where he spits into 2 persons).

(We take it that writer Manuel means splits as

we never heard of Superman doing anything so

crude, not to say unsanitary.) Remember, Su-

perman is a spaceman from another planet!

MANUEL MAESE

EL PASO, TEX.

• Dear Super-Manuel: Give us time—like 10

years—and we'll cover half your requests. But

somebody's going to have to step forward with

some of these strange stills if we're to publish

all the prize shots you and other spaceniks

are panting to see.

LIVING LEGEND

RICK SNEARY

WE feel signally proud & honored to receive &
publish a letter from RICK SNEARY, one of the

most well-known £ well-liked individuals in the

field of science fiction fandom. It was Sneary's

dream (and work for that dream) that caused

the 16th World Science Fiction Convention

—

across a span of 10 years—to materialize in

Los Angeles in 1958 as predicted. Collectors

of sci-fi mags of the 40s like Planet Stories,

Startling Stories, Captain Future and Thrilling

Wonder Stories will find many letters of com-

ment & criticism by Sneary therein. Rick here

writes what almost amounts to a Guest Edi-

torial:

Congratulations; in my opinion SPACEMEN is

much better than FAMOUS MONSTERS. But then

like most science-fictionists 1 have never cared

too much for monster movies or horror stories.

I find the writing better in SM than in the last

FM that I read; of course, this is only natural

with material by such names as George Pal

and Don Wollheim. I liked your approach to

THINGS TO COME: it was both a review of the

movie and a synopsis of the plot so that it was

of interest whether one had seen it or not. I'm

sure such reviews of old classics will create

an interest in them in the younger readers who

haven't had the opportunity to see them them-

selves. And when they do, they will be better

able to enjoy them for knowing some of their

background. It even settled a question in my
mind—I'd seen the picture of the Super Tele-

scope on p.41 before but it has never been in

the film versions I have seen. I had begun to

believe it must be from METROPOLIS (which

I've never seen) but now I know it was just

one of the things cut out of the versions I

POTENTIAL SCI-FI FAN

Boy, did 1 miss something! While passing a

newsstand your cover caught my eye so I

glanced through SPACEMEN #2. It recalled my

seeing #1, which I hadn't bothered to buy;

and it got me all excited upon seeing the

SPACIAL DELIVERY letters intended for

publication should be addressed to Astrid

Notte, 915 South Sherbourne Dr., Los

Angeles 35, Calif.

MOON PICTURES ARE BETTER THAN EVER

• Realistic composite showing Man on the Moon is the combined effort of painter & model*

maker MIKE MINOR and photographer & make-up artist BOB BURNS, both of whose work you

have seen before (and will see again) in these pages and those of our companion magazine.

These young men become more & more professional by leaps & bounds.
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THE ATOMIC SUBMARINE that discovers an undersea
Saucer from another world in the 1959 Allied Artists

production.

Part of the weird propulsion unit that propelled Geo.
Sanders & Jos. Gotten (left) FROM THE EARTH TO
THE MOON via Jules Verne's imagination and Warner
Bros, film distribution in 1958 (in Technicolor).

THE PLANET OF EXTINGUISHED
MEN!

There's a title to conjure with.

And we couldn't be happier when, we tell

you the name of the distinguished Ameri-

can star who is to be featured in this 3d of

Italy's new space films. (First 2: SPACE
MEN and DEATH COMES FROM
SPACE.)

It's the Invisible Man himself!—the Man
Who Reclaimed His Head and became a

Clairvoyant and took a Strange Holiday:

CLAUDE RAINS!
Our Italian reporter, Giovanni Seogna-

millo, airs us the info that Rains' brand new
movie will involve him in a series of amaz-

ing adventures with a group of space ex-

plorers who land on a strange planet in-

habited only by

—

Robots!

tears in the

milky way
Out around the Big Dipper they have a

saying: "No use crying over spilt milk,

there's enough water in it anyway." But
since last writing this column your editor

had a phone call that made his eyes more
than a little misty.

In fact, with water commanding a price

of $1 million per Vi oz. on waterless Mars,

the tears I shed could have made me a

multi-millionaire if I'd cried them there in-

stead of here. I was genuinely sorry to hear

—and have to report to you—the word from

Ray Bradbury himself, phoning from his

writer's cubicle at the MOM Studios:

"Forry, I don't think they're going to

make THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES
after all."

After all that work!

After all our high hopes!

Readers, I'm wondering if we should take

this lying down? I'm not positive there's

anything could be done to reverse the Stu-

dio's decision but I have an idea I think

worth trying.

Would you risk 7c on a gamble to see

THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES made?

Four cents? Even 3?

Once before, in my companion magazine,

FAMOUS MONSTERS, I asked for reader

support to try to enthuse the Studio of your

choice to produce FRANKENSTEIN
FROM SPACE. We got about 100 letters,

which weren't enough. This time we'd need





The mysterious PHANTOM FROM SPACE, as seen when he menaced EARTH in 1953 courtesy of United Artists.



The rocket seen in the videoplay QUATERMASS AND THE PIT, latest in the ever-popular British series.

While we Americans unfortunately miss the originals, luckily the very fine film versions eventually reach
our shores (THE CREEPING UNKNOWN and ENEMY FROM SPACE, so far)

1000 times that many. Can I get that kind

of co-operation? The cause is great, the in-

vestment small. The world can probably

live without FRANKENSTEIN FROM
SPACE but think what we're missing if

THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES isn't

made after all—

!

spacemen of the

worlds, unite!
I'm suggesting—entirely on my own in-

itiative, without Bradbury's knowledge or

consent—that every last one of you, after

reading these lines, takes 5 minutes and at

least a 3c postcard (but preferably a 7c

airmail) to write what well may be the most
important letter of your space-film life.

Write direct to the head of the Studio him-

self, Mr. Joseph Vogel, MGM Studios,

10202 Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.

Make your letter dignified. Write or print

or type it as best you can. If you have a

brother or sister or mother or father or aunt

or uncle or wife or husband or friend (s)

that you know would go to the show with

you to see THE MARTIAN CHRON-
ICLES, tell the man so. If, the week after

SPACEMEN appears, the Studio receives

absolutely thousands of requests that work
on THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES be
resumed, I believe it will have a positive

effect and we may all be rewarded by even-

tually seeing an Academy Award-worthy
space film.

This is a great experiment and I hope
that every one of you will participate in it.

Don't do it for me or for Ray Bradbury but

for yourself. Convince the Studio that that

picture is wanted, that it will make them
money and win them awards.

Do it.

Crosby & Hope are coming!

On the lighter side of the news, after a

9 year vacation since their last "Road"
work, Bob Hope & Der Bingle have now
embarked on a project which they expect



Villainy in the void as one spaceman attempts to cut off air supply from oxygen helmet of the other.

(PROJECT M-7; J. Arthur Rank British production released in USA by Universal in 1953.)

will lead them ere long on the airless ROAD
TO THE MOON. (Readers with long

memories or old issues of Imagination,

Space Travel, Imaginative Tales, Nebula,

Spaceway, Science-Fiction Times, etc. will

remember from my columns Scientifilm

Marquee, Scientifilm Previews, Scientifilm

Parade, etc. that I've made this announce-

ment off & on for nigh on to 10 years but

don't blame me if Bob & Bing couldn't agree

on who's to be the first to set foot on the

Moon. If they don't watch out, Jerry Lewis

is liable to beat them to the green cheese

concession!)

Already, over in England, comedian Ken-
neth More has got himself involved in lunar

hi-jinks. The import, THE MAN IN THE
MOON, is currently playing in some parts

of the U.S. I understand a 10 week run has

been predicted for it in New York.

THE COSMONAUTS will be Alex Gor-

don's first big space venture and Bert Gor-

don has been eyeing THE STAR-BEAST
as a film property.

Production began at the beginning of

Aug. on a space-spoof about a goof named
Astro who discovers an all-female planet

where babies literally grow on trees!

John Agar, recovered from his bout with

THE BRAIN FROM PLANET AROUS,
sets out Uranusward for a JOURNEY TO
THE 7TH PLANET.

Planet 4 seems to be getting the big play

with ROBINSON CRUSOE ON MARS,
MARTIAN EYE, THE MAID & THE
MARTIAN and A MARTIAN IN PARIS
made or to be made.
Coming: Big News on THE HEAVENS

ARE CALLING and PASSAGE TO THE
END OF SPACE! END







On the other hand, you might glide along to the reception grounds in an auto like this Arojet, atomicar
of tomorrow.

Thru the AIR

to Space

AMERICA. ISRAEL. RUSSIA. Place their

initials side by side and you have AIR; add up
their initial attempts to assault the great vault

of the Universe with their man-made rockets

and you realize why there is no longer room for

doubt in serious rninds that mankind is on the

road to the stars.

As the Space Age takes form a time will come
when a great need will be manifest for young
men to pilot & navigate the ships of the void.

Just as there are aviation schools today, so there

will be Space Academies in the future. Let us

imagine one and how its students will be trained

to transport people to faraway planets.

The building, of course, will be a superb piece

of architecture, made of durable metals and de-

signed especially for its purpose. It will be lo-

cated some distance from the large towns and
will be a complete little world in itself. It will
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have bedrooms, classrooms, an observatory,

shops, cinema & recreation rooms.

Educating

Space Cadets

Spacemen will have to learn considerably

more than present-day airmen learn. The Space
Academy will take cadets when they complete

their primary education and will put them thru

courses in all the subjects that are essential for

the men who are to take charge of vessels in the

void of space. Mathematics, physics & engineer-

ing will be the most important subjects. Astron-

omy, too, will play an important part, being, as

it is, the geography of space.

Perhaps, to help cadets to become familiar

with heavenly bodies, the Space Academy will

have a large planetarium filling the whole center

of the building up to the first floor. Here, the
planetary models will circle a model sun in imi-

tation of the Solar System and the cadets may





Does your instructor remind you of a movie star, maybe?

study them when they please.

Above all, space cadets must be physically fit.

A sick man, or even a rather weak man, might

crack up under the rigors of space flight; he

might endanger the whole ship. So, the Space

Academy will be amply provided with sports

grounds, a gymnasium & swimming pool. Ath-

letic pursuits will be a regular and compulsory

part of the curriculum, with inter-class compe-

titions and matches.

One good reason for maintaining perfect

health is that all spaceship crewmen will have

to withstand very strong forces when the ships

take off and land, due to the tremendous ac-

celeration necessary to escape from Earth's grav-

ity field. Escape velocity is 7 miles per second,

and the effect of this is that the men will be

pressed down into spongy mattresses by what
seems like a giant hand.
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Up the Wall!

To prepare cadets for this experience by easy

stages, the Space Academy will have a centri-

fuge room. In this, for so many minutes a day,

the cadets will be spun round on the revolving

walls, centrifugal force pushing them outwards

and simulating the drag of gravity. Gradually

they will become used to the experience and
when they graduate from the Academy they

will take blast-offs and landings in their stride.

Naturally, there will be terrific competition

among young men for places in the Space Acad-

emy, and the authorities will have a very stiff

entrance examination for weeding out the un-

suitables. We can be certain that the wealth of

the boy's parents will count for nothing. Suc-

cessful candidates will be those who have shown
their ability at the primary school, who are will-

ing to work extremely hard while they are at

the Academy, and who possess the correct per-

sonality for a spaceman.

Rocket testing pad. You'll get used to the roar of

these—but the vibrations may shake your teeth

loose!



You and your buddy—of the controls—in your first trip into space



If you were arriving by helicopter at the Space
Academy, this would be an aerial view as you

neared your destination.

This question of mental characteristics will

loom very large. Space voyages will be long &

arduous, monotonous perhaps, and not a little

dangerous. However clever a man may be at, say,

physics, he becomes a liability in space if he
tends to be irritable, selfish or belligerent. Care-

ful psychological testing will be applied all thru

the courses to detect such mental weaknesses.

If the man is good at physics, the Space Acad-
emy might think it worth while to treat him to

better his personality. If he is not good at phys-

ics—well, he would have to leave anyway!
As with most careers, bookwork is not all. Ev-

ery course will have its practical side—cadets

will actually handle the complex air-locks, radio

and television apparatus and rocket engines. In

the early stages these will be mock-ups in the

lecture rooms, but later on the cadets will train

in actual spaceships. Various types will be kept

on the flat roof and cadets will practice using

the controls, navigation gear & engines.

Springboard to the

Stratosphere

Near the Space Academy will be a launching

apron—a great disc of strong metal—and from
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this, under supervision, advanced cadets will

take off in spaceships, pilot them out into the

void under instructions from the control tower
and bring them back safely. All cadets will eager-

ly await the day when they are allowed to take

a ship up without the instructor present.

An important part of the cadet's training will

be slanted at emergency conditions. To this end
he will be instructed in the care and use of the

spacesuit. When he makes actual trips into

space, he will put his knowledge into use by
climbing outside the ship on repair drill, feel-

ing all alone out there among the stars with only

his safety line connecting him to the ship. At
first it may be a little frightening, but the true

spaceman will soon be carried away by the ex-

citement of the moment.

There will, of course, be a certain amount of

discipline required to keep the Space Academy
running smoothly. But beyond this the cadets

will be allowed considerable freedom. A vessel

in space is so isolated that every man must be
able to act on his own initiative, without needing

someone to tell him what to do. The Academy
will train cadets to obey orders—and to act sens-

ibly and quickly when orders are lacking.

We can imagine a space cadet, rising early in

the morning because there is a lot to be done,

leaving his private room and going along to the

bathroom for his morning wash. There he joins

in a conversation with his companions about the

best way to land a ship on Jupiter.

After his wash, he goes down to the dining-

room for breakfast, smart in his uniform, with

the spaceship flash gleaming on his arm. Here
he continues the conversation, learning some-

thing from his friends and teaching them some-

thing in return.

During the morning he works at mathematics,

physics & chemistry. A little before lunch the

whole class goes off to the football field or the

tennis courts and works up a fine appetite. After

a shower there is lunch—and another discussion.

New Laws
to Learn

In the afternoon, our cadet attends classes in

botany, zoology and space law! Then in the early

evening he joins some friends at the swimming
pool or in the games room. Another shower and
he goes to dinner, only this time he talks about
football or table tennis or the breast stroke!

Dinner over, he may take a stroll in the

grounds or watch the planetarium for a while,



Your first view of a Space Station under construction.



The Space Cadets have landed! A scouting party looks over the strange surface of the new world.

memorizing the relations between the planets.

As soon as it is dark he goes up to the observa-

tory under the roof and spends an hour or two
looking thru the telescopes and taking photo-

graphs of the stars.

Finally he goes back to his room and reads
' up a little rocket engineering in preparation for

a lesson next day. When that is finished he
climrjs into bed, tired but happy, and looking

forward to the day when he graduates. Besides,

tomorrow he is actually going up into space!
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Picture Identifications:

1 . Helicopter design by Jacque Fresco:

2. Model, Fresco; photography, Phebus.
3. Model, Fresco: photography, Phebus.
4. Artwork by D.K.

5. The late Humphrey Bogort!
6. Tabletop model work by SM reader Allen Essman.
7. From THE PHANTOM PLANET (Four Crown Produc-

tions. 1961 ).

8. DREAM OF THE STARS, Morris Scott Dollens.

9. Painting by space-minded Nick G. Stasinos, courtesy
of Arthur Louis Joquel II.

10. DREAM OF THE STARS, Morriss Scott Dollens.

END



A quarter million miles from home! the new recruits bock home at the Academy! Boy, wouldn't they

give their eye-teeth to see what you're seeing!



Tale #3 is by the astounding Robert Silverberg,

young man of many pen names, many claims to

fame. His FIRST AMERICAN INTO SPACE, the
dramatic true story of Mercury astronaut Com-
mander Shepard, is a best-selling pocketbook. He
has had over 600 stories & articles published since

he started writing sci-fi in high school. TAB Books,
an affiliate of Scholastic Magazines, published his

space novel, "Revolt on Alpha C"; Ace Pocket-
books has published his "Invaders from Earth",

"Stepsons of Terra". He has won a Hugo, science
fiction's highest annual honor award. We think his

story, reprinted here from the April 1957 issue of
Imagination, will entertain and surprise you.

[ he old man came down the ramp

of the spaceship and stood at the

edge of the landing field, just look-

ing around. It was good to see Earth

again. For a quarter of his lifetime

he'd seen Earth only in snatches,

between space trips.

He stood there, one hand on the

cold metal of the ship's catwalk, and
looked at the field. It had been a

night flight in from Callisto, and the

field was brightly fit, sparkling sodi-

um lamps and glittering constella-

tions of guide-beams to iUuminate

the landing strip for pilots coming
down. Bright light was necessary. It

"I'm Selwyn—Jim Selwyn. Re-
member now?"
A smile crossed the Old Man's

space-tanned, strain-lined face "Sure
I do—Lieutenant."

"Not any more." Selwyn said,

shaking his head. "I'm retired."

He remembered Selwyn from the

far-off past of his trainee days. Lt.

James Selwyn had been one of the

big men of the Space Patrol and he
had paid a visit to the Academy to

talk to the new recruits—one of

whom had been the Old Man. The
Old Man blushed a little for his

younger self, as he remembered the

blunt idol-worship with which he

was a split-second job, landing a

spaceship, calling for devilishly good
reflexes.

The Old Man looked at his own
unshaking hands and smiled proudly.

Then he picked up his duffel bag
and started to walk across the field.

After about 4 steps a gray-clad

figure stepped out from behind a

rocket and grinned at him.

"Hello there, Carter!"

"Hello there," the Old Man said

amiably. But the blankness on his

face told the other that the Old Man
did not remember him.

had approached Selwyn then.

And here was Selwyn now. Re-
tired. A hasbeen.

"What are you doing these days?"
the Old Man asked.

"Ground Mech. Can't get the feel

of rockets out of my system, I guess.

They retired me after one of my
flights on the Pluto run. Guess I

slowed down taking the turnover

curve, or something. It's a good
thing they spotted me before I had
an accident."

"Yeah," the Old Man said. "Good
thing. You got to have real good
eyes to stay behind one of those big

crates. Eyes and hands. The second your reflexes

start to go, you gotta come out." Suddenly he

glanced inquisitively at Selwyn. "Say, Selwyn,

tell me something."

"What?"
"You're not bitter about getting bounced

—

getting retired, are you? I mean, it doesn't kill

you to look at the ships going out and leaving

you here?"

Selwyn chuckled. "Oh, no! Not any more. I

kicked like the devil when I first got my notice,

but it wore off. I miss it, a little—but I know my
time was up when they yanked me. You remem-

ber Les Huddleston, don't you?"

The Old Man nodded grimly. Huddleston was

one of the few who'd managed to fool them. He'd

.lasted past the usual retirement age, bluffed

his way—until the day he was taking up the

Mars ship, and didn't quite have it. He was only

a fifth of a second off in his coordination but it

cost a hundred lives and $50 million. They kept

an eye out for the Huddlestons, now.

"Have a good trip?" Selwyn asked.

The Old Man nodded. "Pretty good. I did the

Callisto run. It's all frozen and blue ice out

there. Not much to see."

For some reason Selwyn's eyes looked misty.

"Yeah. Not much to see. Just blue ice."

"That's all. But I made the trip okay. I'm due

to take out the Neptune run this time around.

Pretty good job."

"Neptune's an interesting place," Selwyn said,

leaning on the rocket. "Venus was always my
favorite, tho. It's got

—

"

Suddenly there was a crackle and the field PA
system came to life. "Flight Lieutenant Carter,

please report to Administration Building at once.

Flight Lieutenant Carter, please report to Ad-

ministration Building at once. Thank you."

"That's me," the Old Man said. "Guess I

gotta go. They probably want to give me my new
assignment, and they've got my paycheck for

me. Pretty good paycheck, too."
"

Selwyn smiled and clapped the Old Man on

the arm. "Good luck, Carter."

"Don't worry about me," the Old Man said.

He picked up his duffel and started walking

across the field to the big gleaming frosty-white

dome of the Administration Building.

He passed a couple of other pilots on the way

—green kids, right out of the academy, without

the knowing look and air of competence that

there was about a veteran pilot. They were run-

ning springily someplace, perhaps just working

off excess energy before their next trip up—or

before their first trip up.

"Hey there, Old Man!" they yelled, as they

ran by. "How's things, Lieutenant?"

"Can't complain," the Old Man said, and kept

walking.

He thot of Selwyn again. So that was what it

was like to be washed up? You hung around the

spacefield, tinkering with feedlines and hauling

fuel grateful to be allowed to smell spaceships

and feel the rumble of takeoffs after your time

was up. You watched the pilots who still had the

eyes and the hands, and envied them.

The Old Man shook his head bitterly. It was

sometimes a lousy business, running spaceships.

The tests, for one thing. A test before you took

off, a test when you landed. They gave him a test

on Callisto, and they'd give him another one

when he was ready to take out the Neptune run.

They kept watch on you, all right.

"Hello, Lt. Carter. Have a good trip?"

It was Halvorsen, Base Medic. "Did all right,

Doc. Nothing to gripe about."

"Be in to see me for a checkup soon, Lieuten-

ant?"

"Soon enough," the Old Man said. "I'm taking

the Neptune run, I hear." He grinned and kept

walking.

After a few minutes more he was at the en-

trance to the Administration Building, and the

plastic door silently swung open as he walked

up to it. A crisp-looking, efficient secretary came

forward and flashed a row of white teeth at him.

"Good evening, Lt. Carter. Commander Ja-

cobs would like to see you as soon as possible,

Lieutenant."

"Tell him I'll be right in," the Old Man said.

He walked over to the water cooler, took a long

slug—he couldn't risk drinking anything strong-

er, for fear of damaging his pilot's reflexes—and

headed for the panelled door that said on it D. L.

JACOBS, Base Commander.
The Old Man paused for just a moment, ad-

justing his flight jacket, straightening his tie,

squaring his shoulders. Then he rapped on the

door.
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"Yes?"
"Lt. Carter to see you, sir."

"Come right in, Lieutenant!"

The Old Man pushed open the door and walk-
ed in. Commander Jacobs stood stiffly behind
his desk, looking very military and stern. The
Old Man's arm snapped up in a crisp salute,

which the Commander returned.

"Have a seat, Lieutenant."

"Thank you, sir."' The Old Man pulled out a
chair and glanced expectantly at Jacobs. Jacobs
was an old spacer himself, the Old Man knew.
He wondered how come Selwyn had become a

rocket mech and Jacobs a Base Commander, and
then decided neither job was worth a damn next
to that of being a space pilot.

Commander Jacobs fumbled in his desk draw-
er, took out a long brown envelope. At the sight

of his paycheck, the Old Man grinned.

"How was your trip, Lieutenant?"
"Not bad at all, sir. I'll be filing the log later.

It was a good trip, tho."

"They have to be good trips, Lieutenant. Any-
thing less is disastrous. You know that, of

course."

"Of course, sir."

The Commander scowled and handed the Old
Man the pay envelope. "Here's your pay for the

flight just concluded, Lieutenant."

The Old Man took the envelope, slid it into

his breast pocket, and looked up. The next item
on the agenda was usually the flight assignment.
Those came in thick green envelopes.

But Commander Jacobs shook his head.
"Please open the pay envelope, Lieutenant. I

want to make sure you read it now."
The Old Man frowned. "The pay computers

haven't made a mistake yet, sir. I'd be willing

to bet—"

Commander Jacobs nodded. "I'm afraid so.

That test you took at Callisto
—

"

"But I passed that!"

"I know. But the indications are that you'd
have failed the next one, Lieutenant. We're just

avoiding an unpleasant and inevitable scene."

"So you're throwing me out?" the Old Man
asked. The world seemed to spin around him.

He should have expected it but he hadn't.

"We're retiring you," Jacobs corrected.

"I still have some time time left, tho! Can't

you let me take the one more flight to Nep-
tune?"

"You're not a good risk," the Commander
said bluntly. "Look here, Carter—you know that

a pilot must be right up to peak, and nothing less

than perfection will do. Well, you're not perfect

any more. It happens to all of us."

"I'm still young, tho!"

"Young?" Jacobs smiled. "Young? Nonsense,
Carter. You're a veteran. They call you the Old
Man, don't they? Look at those wrinkles around
your eyes! You're ancient, as space pilots go.

You're ready for the scrapheap. And I'm afraid

we have to let you go. But there'll always be
room for you here, some sort of ground job."

The Old Man swallowed hard, fighting to keep
back the tears. The thot of Jim Selwyn struck
him, and he knew he was like all the rest. There
was no place in space travel for old men. You
had to be young and fresh with trigger reflexes.

"Okay—sir," he said hoarsely. "I won't fight

it. I'll come around in a couple of days and talk

over a ground job with you. When I'm feeling

better."

"That's wise of you, Lieutenant. I'm glad you
understand."

"Sure. Sure, I understand," the Old Man said.

He picked up the paycheck and slid it into his

"Open the envelope, Lieutenant."

"Yes, sir."

The Old Man ran a fingertip down the envel-

ope, opened it, took out its contents. There was
a neat blue check in there, and he put that

aside. He looked at the amount briefly, then
whistled.

"*Then he read the accompanying voucher.

"Carter, Lt. Raymond F.
-

"For Callisto tour, round-trip, at usual rates:

$7,431.62

"Severance pay, $10,000

"Total, $17,431.62."

Numb, the Old Man looked up.

"Severance pay?" His voice was a harsh puz-

zled whisper. "But that means I'm—I'm
—

"
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pocket, saluted limply, and turned away. He
walked outside, looking at the row of gleaming

ships that sat there ready to spring toward the
stars.

Not for me, he thot. Not any more.
But he admitted to himself that Jacobs was

right. Those last few flights had been pretty
shaky, tho he tried to deny it.

There was no sense hiding the fact any more.
He waved to Jim Selwyn, and started to walk
toward him to tell him the news.

It was too bad but it made sense. He was old,

as space pilots went, and couldn't expect any-
thing else but this. It had to happen some time.

He was ancient, in fact.

Why, he was nearly 20. END
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Beginning immediately this feature

is increased to 6 pages to help take

care of the overwhelming number of

requests. Apparently we could fill a

whole issue with nothing but photos
from FORBIDDEN PLANET and FLASH

GORDON and thousands of you

would be happy. Let us know what
else you want to see here by writing

SPACEMEN, Dept. 4SJ. 915 So. Sher-

bourne Dr., Los Angeles 35, Calif.,

and we'll do our best to oblige.



For EDDIE UTZINGER of Baltimore, Maryland, this close-up of Robby the Robot from ffce MGM (I957J

production of THE INVISIBLE BOY, Rcbfey's second screen oppeoronce. 2?
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JOHN WIGGINS OF

Philadelphia and ROB-

ERT WOODS of Mich-

igan both wrote re-

questing a scene from

the same film, EARTH

vs. THE FLYING SAU-

CERS.



To satisfy DOUGLjUS ROYAL of North Carolina . . . DON LOFFTUS of Calif . . . DON WILSON of Maryland . . . JAMES GROVES
of Calif ... and JAY AMAZ of Calif . . . fliis shot from FORBIDDEN PLANET. And there are more in store!



the LOST PLANET



The evil Dr. Grood places Barrow under the Subconscious Mind Control Machine.

Rex Barrow, Conqueror of Space,

battles Out-of-This-World Crime in a

Time to Come and on a World Far

Distant from Our Own—Outside the

Solar System!

By Ron Haydock (Spacial Reporter)

^^mong the last half dozen serials made,
before cliff-hangers began to become part

of the colorful past, was a Sam Katzman
special for Columbia. Released in 1953, it

consisted of 15 exciting chapters directed

by action veteran Spencer G. Bennet.

THE LOST PLANET was a mad scien-

tist's dream—or nightmare—for it featured

more outlandish devices than a FLASH
GORDON and BUCK ROGERS serial

combined: a stellarscope, fluoro-ray, atomic

activity spray, prysmic catapult, cosmojet,

astra radio, dissolving door, neutron deton-

ator, sonic vibrator, cosmic cannon, mind
monitor, thermic disintegrator, invisibility

cell, portable pulverizer, quadro-occilator,

fraublisher freneticizor—and many other

weapons & wonders of the worlds to come.

THE LOST PLANET is sometimes, but

should not be, confused with LOST PLAN-
ET AIRMEN, the latter being a Republic

production released in 1951 and based on
the earlier serial, KING OF THE ROCK-
ET MEN.
When a cosmojet from the extra-solar

planet Ergro crashes on the side of Mt.
Vulcan, news reporters Rex Barrow, Ella

Dorn and photographer Tim Johnson rush

to investigate the strange occurrence. They
are captured by the robot men of a Dr.

Grood, electronics wizard who has succeed-

ed in gaining control over the people of the



Grood places Rex Barrow in the Hypnotic Ray Cabinet to turn him into a human robot.



Ella fights to persuade Groad not to use his Cosmic Cannon to destroy Earth.

Grood (Michael Fox), with the assistance of Reckov
(Gene Roth), prepares to train a Death Ray weapon
at Rex Barrow's cosmojet. far planet Ergro as his initial step in the

conquest of the universe; Grood has previ-

ously captured Prof. Dorn, one of the na-

tion's leading scientists, and transported

him to Ergro for the exploitation there of

his vast knowledge.

Grood's 3 prisoners—Rex & Tim—are

shot to Ergro in a space vehicle and there,

hypnotized and put under the influence of

mind monitoring helmets, are force"

work mining cosmonium, the pla

tery metal.

Rex manages to break his hypnotic spell

and with the aid of Prof. Dorn rescues Ella.

They hide in a cave, believing Grood knows
nothing about their escape, but the elec-

tronics wizard has been watching them on
his televisor screen. He aims his death-ray

machine at the cave, intending to destroy

them!

Dorn grabs a cosmic raygun and blasts

achine to pieces before it

cave. Grood then orders

rturc the 3 earth people,

age to elude them. Dorn
s laboratory,

i attempt to free Tim,
;m and Ella is captured.

;es his way to Dorn's

laboratory where he learns the secret of

another Ergro mystery metal: dornite.

The professor tells him that when dor-

nite is in contact with cosmonium, the re-



Cosmic Crime-Fighters, Rex Barrow (Judd Holdren) and Eila Dorn (Vivian Mason) discover

of THE LOST PLANET'S terrifying secrets—a Neutron Wave Reversed



Prof. Dom tries to stop Grood & Reckov from blasting Rex & Ella with their Thermic Disintegrator.

suit is a ray which causes invisibility. They
decide Rex should become invisible and
smuggle himseli back to Earth aboard one
of the cosmojets.

Not yet invisible, Rex hides in a cosmo-
jet when Grood discovers his supply of dor-

nite is missing. The power-mad scientist

sends his robot men to hunt for it and they
locate Rex in the spaceship. Grood orders

the ship blasted with the thermic disinte-

grator, a device which causes complete de-

struction thru intense heat.

Rex renders himself invisible thru dor-

nite and breaks out of the cosmojet just in

time!

When the invisibility wears off, he is cap-
tured by Grood and sent to work with Prof.

Dorn, who tells him of a hidden spaceship
which he can use to leave -Ergro.

disaster in the

stratosphere

While Rex & Dorn are fueling the cosmo-

jet, Grood is secretly watching them on the

televisor screen. Determined that Rex shall

not leave Ergro alive, the wily scientist

trains a new weapon on the ship and aims

a bombardment of nuclear rays at it.

As Rex's ship pulls free of the planet's

gravity, a fragment of cosmic waste inter-

cepts the ray and he is saved.

Returning safely to Earth, Rex contacts

Prof. Dorn by interstellar radio and learns

that Grood has followed him and is now
back at his secret mountain laboratory.

Rex enlists the aid of 2 friends, Bren &
Hopper, in the capture of Grood. But when

40



Rex Barrow captures cosmic criminal Karlo (Karl Davis) in Prof. Dorn's lab.

they reach the wizard's lab, they find he
has once again returned to Ergro.

Volcano
of Death
When Rex, Bren & Hopper rocket back

to Ergro, they are captured by the robot
men. Rex is placed in the hypnotic ray ma-
chine to be destroyed but Dorn makes him
invisible and he is saved.

Now Rex sets out to free Ella & Tim who
are imprisoned in a cell located in a dead
volcano. After releasing them, all start to

make their way down the mountainside,
when Grood suddenly activates the solar

thermo furnace. Its intense heat rays melt
the rocks and send a lava-like flow pouring
towards Rex, Ella & Tim!

But the flames that envelop them are
cold!

Prof. Dorn has reversed the charge at the
solar furnace and created a de-thermo
flame!

The Planet
People Attack
Grood forces Dorn to lure Rex and the

others towards the degravitizer, a machine
which counteracts the flow of gravity. As
the degravitizer's beam hits them, they
shoot up into the air and are headed for

certain doom when Dorn persuades Grood
to turn the machine off.

Meanwhile, the planet people of Ergro
rebel and Jarva, their leader, orders all the
Earth people captured. Rex, Tim & Grood,



Reckov uses his Astra Radio to communicate with Dr. Grood on Earth.



along with his henchman Heckov, are taken

by the Ergroians and placed in one of the

spaceships to be shot back to Earth.

Grood gains control of the cosmojet and
returns to Ergro where he and Reckov are

immediately recaptured by Jarva. Rex &
Tim hop aboard another cosmojet and re-

turn to Earth.

As they make their way towards Grood's
mountain laboratory, they are unaware that

Grood & Reckov have made themselves in-

visible and escaped from Jarva. As they
approach the mountain retreat, Rex & Tim
are frozen with fear to see a speeding train

bearing down on them!

the cosmic
tannon
As the train rushes by, leaving them un-

harmed, Rex realizes it was only a ghost

train created by Grood's cosmic projector,

a device which produces optical & sonic

illusions.

After destroying the wizard's lab, Rex &
Tim leave for Ergro. Again Grood has been
watching them, and when Rex's cosmojet
approaches Ergro, the evil scientist launch-

es a flying missile into the ship!

Rex manages to evade the missile by a
quick dive. Landing safely on the planet, he
discovers a man named Hopper is the only

Earthman free. Grood, still invisible, has
ordered all the others confined to cells.

Now the master of electronics aims his

cosmic cannon at Earth and prepares to

fire at our world as a warning that he is

ready to conquer the universe!

sentenced
to space

Rex successfully diverts the cannon's

rays just in time and saves Earth. Grood,
seeing his game is up, flees with Reckov to

their cosmojet. He orders a robot to set the
course thru space but the mechanical man
directs the ship for infinity and then de-

stroys the control panel.

Grood & Reckov are doomed to an end-

less journey in space!

When Ergro is restored to the rule of its

own planet people, Rex, Tim, Ella, Dorn
and the others return to Earth in a cosmo-
jet—with many memories of their hair-rais-

ing adventures on the Lost Planet. END

Equipped with Mind Monitoring Head Sets, the Earth
people listen as Karlo instructs them to begin mining
Ergo's mystery metal, Cosmonium.

Grood captures Tim Johnson, Rex Barrow & Ella Dorn;
commands them to enter the Cosmojet to blast off to
Ergo where they will becomes his slaves.
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HOLLYWOOD MAKE-UP CONTEST
BOX 6S73

MjM A ifF—IIP ICIT PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.
J

I enclose $4.95 for my COMPLETE OFFICIAL CONTEST MAKE-UP I
KIT and ENTRY BLANK APPLICATIONS. Hurry! Rush them to me ,

Tnis natural rubber make-up kit is devised so that all types of
s0 1 ca " en,er my Pictures in the Hollywood Make-Up Contest!

character and monster faces can be created easily. Latex ad- I
hesive (harmless to the skin) Is included to completely change I
the shape of your face.

' NAME
KIT contains:

• Latex rubber bald scalp • 4 noses • Devil horns • Scar ADDRESS
piece • Mustache • Bottle of Latex Adhesive • Black and
brown make-up pencils • Complete booklet of instructions • 4 nTV ,nwc
cheek pieces • 2 chins • Pointed ears • 3 different artificial

1,1" 'UNt-

hair pieces • Goatee e 5 colors professional grease paint I
• Eye-patch. STATE |

I
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THE MODEL OF THE MOONSHIP (LEFT) BECOMES THE ROCKET IN REALITY

golden menace

Wolf Helius, young German multi-mil-

lionaire, was the creator of an amazing

machine in which he meant to try and fly

to the moon. He stepped from his chauf-

feured car and pushed open the door of the

dwelling where lived the old scientist who
had first given him the startling idea of

moon flight.

Prof. Manfeldt was poor. He had devoted

his whole life to the study of the moon and
had told the world that the distant lunar

mountains were formed of raw gold.

Wolf went rurining up the stairs to Man-
feldt's and as he reached the first landing

heard a hoarse voice shouting above. He
looked up to see the professor struggling

with a stranger. With a last heave the gray-

haired scientist sent the intruder pitching

onto the steps. He came crashing down,

head over heels, legs and arms flying, to

land in a heap beside Wolf.

"Get out of here, you thieving scoun-

drel!" the scientist roared. "Get out!"

Wolf had a glimpse of the man's face, of

his fat, smug features and scared eyes.

Then the man lurched to his feet and went

down the rest of the stairs in one wild

plunge, to vanish thru the little doorway

into the street.

"Who was that?" Wolf gasped.

"Some no good thief!" the scientist

growled. "He tried to buy my treatise on
The Golden Mountains of the Moon and
when I wouldn't sell he tried to steal it. He
got more than he bargained for, tho!"

Manfeldt had a thatch of shaggy iron-

gray hair. He was not very big,but his body

was full of surprising, sinewy strength, and
a smile broke on his bearded face as Wolf
ascended the stairs.

"I thot you were too busy to come and
see me," he said. "How is it with the

rocket?"

"Everything is ready," Wolf answered.

"That's what I want to talk to you about."

He followed the old scientist into his

room. One side of it was taken up by the

squat shape of a super-powered telescope.

"And you are off to the moon, eh?" Man-
feldt smiled as he turned to the young
millionaire. "Soon, then, you'll be able to

prove that my theories are accurate—that

the mountains are of raw gold flung up
from the interior by eruptions.

"That American fellow—Walt Turner he
said his name was—he wanted my treatise

so he could find out what I based my
theories on. But he didn't get it!" Manfeldt
chuckled as he patted a thick pad of papers.

"There's my life's work in this!"

Wolf looked, saw pages covered with
small writing and close calculations, and he
smiled a little. This idea that the moon
was practically made of gold had become an
obsession with Manfeldt.



two days

till takeoff
"That fellow Turner is clever!" The sci-

entist turned to him suddenly. "Wolf, sup-

pose your trip is successful, and you get

back alright. Others might imitate you. If

they do they'll bring back gold—tons and

tons of it. Gold will in time become worth-

less! Banks will smash, rich men will be-

come paupers; and that's why Turner

wanted my papers here, so that the people

he represents could discover the extent of

the danger."

"The people he represents?" echoed Wolf.

"Yes, the International Finance Syndi-

cate—never heard of them? They're the

wealthiest syndicate on earth and they

control our gold supplies. They're very in-

terested in your venture and if they knew
the facts I've got here they'd probably try

to stop you from going. They'd be ruined

if gold became worthless."

"I see," Wolf nodded. "Well, you'll soon

know whether your ideas are right or

wrong."

"I hope you'll get back safely and be

able to tell me that yourself," Manfeldt said.

"Wolf, how I wish I were coming with

you!"

"That's what I came to see you about,"

Wolf replied. "I wanted to ask you if you'd

care to come along. If you would, I'll take

you."

"You'll take me?" Manfeldt stared at him
for long moments, his eyes wide, while an

elated expression gradually dawned on his

face. "You mean that?"

"If you'll come," Wolf said. "What good

is a scientific expedition without a real

scientist?"

"My boy, I've almost prayed that you'd

ask me," Manfeldt breathed. "Of course HI
come. And here, take this manuscript, lock

it up in your big safe so that when we get

back we can prove that everything I've said

in it is true. Now, when do we start?"

"I'll let you know that tomorrow. Don't

trouble to bring anything with you, I have

all we can possibly need. And I'll look after

these papers of yours."

He stood, srniling at the scientist, then

went on:

"Well, I must go, I've a lot to do; and

I'll keep my eyes open for this Walt Turner

and his gang of financiers. I should think

we ought to be able to start in 48 hours

and within 100 hours after we leave be

landing on the moon!"

ffie stolen

manuscript

Thotfully, Wolf sat in his big limousine

with the scientist's manuscript on the seat

at his side. Until this moment he had re-

garded his expedition in the light of a more

or less sporting venture. He had put models

of his machine thru searching and pro-

longed tests and was convinced he could

make the journey in safety.

He was now thinking about the American

and the Syndicate. It was quite easy to

understand that if Manfeldt's ideas about

gold on the moon were accurate the Syndi-

cate would naturally want to take steps to

prevent gold from being brought to the

earth to become as common and valueless

as lead. That would follow inevitably. Once

Wolf's space-machine had led the way and

shown that trips to the moon were possible,

hundreds of others would follow in copies

of this machine, because its mechanism was

simple and its details had been published

by newspapers all over the world.

Manfeldt's ideas, too, had been given

plenty of publicity, but people regarded

them only as the wild imaginings of an old

man who was half a fool. It was evident,

however, that the Syndicate took him seri-

ously. Wolf had little doubt that the scien-

tist was right because Manfeldt was amaz-

ingly clever.

The car stopped outside the big building

where Wolf resided and the door was whip-

ped open by a smiling, boy.

"Hello, Gustav!" Wolf greeted the son

of his housekeeper.

"Hello, sir!" Gustav's eyes were alight as

he looked at the young millionaire. Wolf

was his hero, there was no one whom he

admired more. Gus felt it an honor to oper-

ate the elevator lift which swiftly carried

Wolf up to his apartment, where he was

met by his housekeeper.

"There's a gentlemen waiting to see you,

sir," she said. "He has been here some

minutes now. His name is Turner."

"Turner!" Wolf smiled grimly and hur-

ried to the room where the man was wait-

ing. It was a large room and in one corner

stood an immense safe with double doors.

Seated in a chair near this was the man
whom Wolf had seen on the stairs at Man-

feldt's house. He rose.
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In the Author's own words: "The terrible phantom Gravity was now their passenger in the spaceship
and it pressed the ribs in their bodies like reeds, pressed their knees right and left against their lungs,
pressed their fists against the veins in their necks and pressed their heads, their every corporal part,
against every other near it. There was no more blood in their veins, cold and twisted; the bones of
their heads were tied in knots; their nerves fluttered like the strings of violins."

"Glad to meet you," he greeted.

"And I'm pleased to make your acquaint-

ance," Wolf answered. "I understand you
tried to steal these papers!" He patted the
manuscript that he held.

"Yep, we have stolen them," Turner
smiled. "That's not the manuscript Man-
feldt gave you!"

the uninvited
Wolf glanced at the papers and his eyes

widened: the man was right!

"We've gotta be slick when we're han-
dling a clever guy like you!" Turner said.

"We switched those papers in a traffic jam
while you were coming here—you left the
windows at one side of your car open. Re-
member that smashup you passed? We'd
fixed that so's it would hold your attention

while we got the manuscript." He added,
"And you gave us a lot of trouble to get

this safe open, believe me!"
"What do you mean?" Wolf asked.

"Well," the American smiled, "I put a



couple of men in here just after you
went out and they were working on the

safe while I kept your housekeeper talk-

ing out there. It's still open."

Wolf strode past him and gripped the

big steel handles of the safe. The locks

they controlled were smashed on the

inside and the heavy doors swung open

at his touch. lie saw that the shelves

within were completely bare.

"We made a clean sweep of every-

thing," the audacious American went

on. "Two models of your Moon Ma-
chine and all the plans about it! Every-

body knows the general idea of how
it works but we wanted to make sure

of all the details, that's why we took

them."
Wolf turned slowly; his eyes narrowed

and his chin squared. He looked the

man up and down, then said quietly:

"You've stolen Manfcldt's treatise

about gold on the moon and you've

stolen the plans of my machine. What
is to stop me calling the police and hav-

ing you arrested?"

"Nothing!" Turner chuckled. "Noth-

ing at all. Only I happen to have the

International Finance Syndicate behind

me and no police force in the world

would keep me a prisoner more than

half an hour!"

"I see," Wolf nodded slowly, while

his right hand slid around to the power-

ful' little automatic which he always

carried. "And what exactly do you want

-now?"

"It won't be any good you pulling

that gun," Turner said. "It won't do any

damage because we fixed the cartridges.

They won't fire. None of the cartridges

that you've got in the third drawer in

the left of your desk are any good,

either. We've seen to that!"

He stood grinning at the young mil-

lionaire, then went on:

"But we don't mean you any harm,

Mr. Helius, we're just protecting our-

selves. You see, if what old Manfeldt

says 'about the gold on the moon is true,

then we've got to take a hand. We can't

have everything upset by a lot of moon-
gold being brought down here, and that's

what would happen. So the Syndicate

has decided that I've got to come on

your little trip, just to investigate things."

"You've got to—come with me?" Wolf
regarded him in amazement.

"Yep, that's the big idea," Turner

grinned. "IH be their representative on

this journey. And if you say that you

won't take me—then we'll blow up your

machine, so you can't start!"

death risk

His voice was grim and threatening

despite his smile. Slowly, watching the

man, Wolf drew his automatic. He point-

ed the muzzle towards the nearest win-

dow, then pressed the trigger.

Nothing happened beyond the click

of the striker on a dead cartridge. He
tried again, and again, while Turner's

smile widened.

"The International Finance Syndicate

is the richest and most powerful organi-

zation in the world," he said. "You can't

beat us, Mr. Helius! Better let me come

with you, and I can promise that Man-

feldt's manuscript and the plans of your

machine will return to you."

"Do you realize that the Moon Ma-
chine may never get there?" Wolf asked.

"That, if you come with me, you may
be going to your death?"

"Yes—but we'll get back alright,"

Turner answered. "You see, we've exam-

ined your machine, watched your tests,

and we've checked up your calculations.

We reckon that, apart from a certain

clement of risk, the stunt is possible

and ought to be pulled off alright."

Wolf gasped at the man's words. Ap-

parently the Syndicate had been spying

for months.

"I come with you—or you don't go.

Which is it to be?" Turner asked sud-

denly.

"I can't decide immediately," Wolf

answered. "I'll give the Syndicate my
answer at this time tomorrow."

"OK!" Turner nodded casually as he

picked up his hat. "Only don't try to

get away before then—because we'll be

watching you. I go with you, or you

don't go at all. Understand that. Mr.*

Helius?"

"I understand," Wolf replied.

compactions
As soon as the American had gone

Wolf reached for the phone and called

Hans, his engineer on the Moon Ma-
chine. Wolf asked him to come over to

his apartment at once.

."May I bring Friede with me?" Hans
asked. Wolf's face clouded a moment
before he answered. "Alright." He didn't

like meeting Han's fiancee, Friede V'el-

ten, because Wolf himself was in love

with- her. He had been for a very long

time, altho he strove to hide it from her.

He sat thinking as he waited for the

two to come. His telephone bell rang 5

times during the interval, always report-

ers wanting to know when the Moon
Machine would start its great flight.

Hans came at last, thick-set and
strong. With him was Friede, with fair

hair and fine eyes and a smile for Wolf.
"It's just thrilling to see you !" she

exclaimed. "Whole crowds of people are

outside now. They've heard that you're

home and they're just waiting to get a

glimpse of you."

"Then they'll wait for some time,"

Wolf answered, and went on: "Hans,
have you ever heard of a man named
Walt Turner—an American?"

Hans hadn't and was astounded when
Wolf told him what had happened and
how the Syndicate had been spying on
them. Wolf explained, too, that Turner
insisted on going with them.

"Well, we can carry 6 in the rocket,

Hans, altho we'd planned only for you
and Manfeldt and myself to go. I think

we had better take this American with

us and avoid trouble. After all, we've

only got Manfeldt's word for it that

there is gold on the moon, and it is

possible that he may be wrong. We
don't want a bomb or something put

under the machine now, for everything

to be wrecked after all our work, and
this Syndicate seems ruthless enough to

do even that."

"What sort of chap is this Turner?"

Hans asked.

"I don't like him," Wolf admitted.

"But he's pretty cheerful and not really

offensive. I don't think he'd give us any
trouble and he's got plenty of nerve and
that's what's wanted."

"Then take him," Hans said.

"And if there is room for 6, there

will be room for me," Friede added.

"For you?" Wolf stared at her.

"For me." She smiled. "Why shouldn't

I come, Wolf? After all, I'm engaged to

Hans."

Wolf caught his breath while his eyes

met hers. Her gaze held his own, and

in that moment he knew that she had
learned his secret—that he was in love

with her. He saw, too, that it was not

for Hans' sake that she wanted to come,

but so that she could be near him. Her
face, her eyes, the expression on her

curving lips told him that she loved him,

even tho she might be engaged to his

engineer friend.

"You can't come," he said shortly.

"It's too risky."

"That's why I want to come!" She

was smiling again now. "In fact, I've

made Hans promise that if you won't

let me accompany you, then he won't

go!"

"But I can't make the trip without

Hans!" Wolf exclaimed.

"Then you'll have to take me!" Friede

answered.

Wolf tried more protests but to no
avail. As soon as they had gone the

millionaire adventurer went across to the

vast works to give orders for the final

preparations for the machine's leap into

space.

Late tho it was, there was still a
crowd outside his apartment and a vast-

ly bigger throng by the housing en-

trance and out on the open field from
which the Moon Machine would Start.

They cheered Wolf when he appeared.

Telegraph wires and cables flicked the

news that he was soon to. leave across

the world. Railways, stagecoach organ-

izations and airway firms set in motion
the arrangements they had made to

bring sightseers to the scene. For hun-

dreds of miles around automobiles start-

ed with the dawn, hurrying from distant

cities to get to the launching spot.

The following evening, when the start

was only 24 hours away, Turner came
to Wolf's rooms, to be told his decision.

"Good; I'm glad you're being sensi-

ble," he told Wolf. "What time do you
start?"

"At 10 o'clock tomorrow night."

"I'll be right there," the American
said. "All aboard for the moon, huh?

Well, so long!"

He went off without saying more,

grinning his satisfaction. Wolf stood

frowning at the closed door, then went
to bed to sleep until dawn, when he

started for the launching site again.

With the approach of the fateful night

vast forces of police formed cordons

about the hangar and the heath, keeping
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the mighty crowds of spectators clear

from the heavy rails which ran out
from a massive shed built on the edge

of the Helius Works. These rails ran

to where a deep, square pool had been

built on the adjacent ground and from
this pool the Moon Machine was to

start its perilous journey.

pandemonium
Dusk came at 6 o'clock to find Wolf

going over the machine, testing all its

controls. At 8 o'clock Hans and Friede

and Manfeldt came, at 9 o'clock Turner
arrived, and a few minutes later the

great crowd saw the huge doors of the

hangar drawn slowly open.

Searchlights cast beams from every

angle as from out the building a long

slender silvery shape emerged. Mighty
cranes lifted it on end.

The spectators saw the Moon Machine
now as a bullet-like form with a hollow

base surrounded by long vanes. It was
propelled by rockets firing from tubes

set in this base, inside the vanes, and
in all its titanic shape there were no
visible hatches or portholes; all were

concealed.

Officials, photographers, friends, all

gathered about the base of the machine
while a mechanic inside opened a slot-

like panel and dropped a steel-runged,

flexible ladder to where Wolf and his

companions were waiting quietly.

They had already said their goodbys
and Manfeldt was looking at the rocket

with shining eyes, muttering to himself

as he surveyed its outlines. He was the

first to mount the ladder when the me-
chanic had descended. Turner followed

him, then Hans went up; Friede climb-

ed steadily, then Wolf started to mount
the rungs.

A rousing cheer rang out as the

searchlights picked up Wolf's muscular

figure, then he entered the spaceship.

The watchers saw the metal panel slide

shut, merging with the shining envelope

of the machine.

The moment Wolf disappeared, the

craft began to roll forward along the

broad, heavy rails, carried on trucks.

It slid out across the grounds accom-
panied by the murmuring of the awed
multitude gazing from all around.

They saw it reach the end of the

line, then cranes on the trucks lifted

it and lowered it until it was standing

upright in the great pool. The trucks

backed away and the Moon Machine
stood there, silvery and steady, while

high in the sky the moon itself shone
out, its cold light rivaling that of the

beams concentrated on the shining

shape which would soon be hurtling

towards it.

extifemeni mounts
Inside the machine Wolf was stand-

ing by a ladder which ran by an open-
ing up to the compartment in the nose.

There were bunks around the walls

here and one in a small chamber at

the side. On walls and ceiling and floor

Prof. Manfledf nears the Moon, "its eastern edge in-

describably large and clear—no sign of life."

were leather hand-holds and Wolf was
saying:

"Up above is the control room, where
Hans and I shall work. Friede, you will

take the bunk in that little room there.

Lie down on it and strap yourself in

tightly. Manfeldt and Turner, you will

do the same on the bunks here—and
make sure that your straps are secure!

"When we start, we have to gain a

speed of 7 miles a second—over 25,000

miles an hour—if we are to get beyond
the attraction of the earth, and we must

reach this speed within 8 minutes. The
pressure on us will be terrific; the drag

of the earth will try to pull us to pieces.

But we should be able to stand it.

"Hans and I will release the rockets

and operate the machine. Once the first

8 minutes is over we should be alright.

Now, you 3 get into your bunks! Ready,

Hans?"
Friede went resolutely to the bunk

and stretched herself upon it; the sci-

> entist and Turner did the same. Through
the acute silence in the compact ma-
chine Wolf heard the snapping of

buckles over straps.

The control room was much like the

steel chamber below, save that one

side of its circular shape was a control

board covered with wheeled valves for

releasing the rockets and dials register-

ing both speed and pressure.

Bunks were set close alongside this,

and to them Wolf and his companion
strapped themselves, each leaving one
arm free with which to operate the

controls. Above the board was a clock,

and it already registered two minutes

to 10 by the time that they were all

ready.

"Alright down below?" Wolf called,

and each of the trio there replied.

"Two minutes and then we're off!"

Wolf answered, his gaze on the clock.

Those two minutes seemed an age

but the time was almost up when he

called:

"Hans, you spin your valve control

15 seconds after we start, then leave

the rest to me. I'll fire the first set of

rockets."

"Okay!" Hans answered shakily.

"10—9—8—7—6," Wolf began to

count the last 10 seconds before they

left earth, "5

—

4—3—2—now!" £
The shining wheel spun under his

hand, starting the Moon Machine on
its space-devouring journey.

END OF PART I

To Be Continued next Issue
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THE RADIO BROADCAST THAT SCARED AMERICA!

THE WAR OF THE WORLDS
An LP recording of the original

Famous Orson Welles broadcast
that frightened the nation in 1 938.

Intended as a Halloween prank, this broadcast caused

mass hysteria throughout New York and New Jersey.

People abandoned their homes and fled in their cars-

all roads were jammed, and never before had people in

all walks of life become so suddenly disturbed as they

did on this night. The original broadcast took place at

eight P. M. Eastern Standard Time on the evening of

October 30, 1938. Orson Welles and a group of his

Mercury Theatre actors took their places before the

microphones in the studio, little realizing what the out-

come would be.

Included in this fantastic album are the main portions

of this broadcast—and we believe that you will under-

stand by listening to this re-enactment—how thousands

of people were fooled on that October evening. A great,

rare collector's item! Only $5.98 plus 30c postage &

handling.

Captain Company, Dept. S-3 Box 6573, Phila. 38, Pa.

GIANT

FULL-

COLORmmonly

00

GIANT 38" x 27" WALL-SIZE MURAL
TIMELY • EXCITING

> AUTHENTIC ILLUSTRATIONS
• LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE

New! Spectacular! Timely! Huge map-mural of Outer

Space in 8 brilliant colors! Authentic, educational, thrill-

ing. See close-up shots of the planets! See nuclear

powered rockets, satellites, space taxis, space ships

zooming across the skies. See 101 bizarre, unusual

wonders—the fantastic world of tomorrow In exciting

pictures & fascinating text! $2.00 value—yours for a

limited time only at this special price of

$J
CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

BOX 6573

PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

Quick! Rush me my Giant SPACE MAP. Here's

my $1 plus 25c postage and handling.

Name ..
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City. _

State

...Zone....
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T.V.

SCREEN

LIGHTS UP LIKE A T.V. SCREEN! PROJECTS

REGULAR MICROSCOPE SLIDES 100 TIMES

IN SIZE! GREAT FOR ANYONE WITH

A SLIDE COLLECTION!

Here's fabulous news for anyone with a slide collection—or anyone about

to start one: this revolutionary ELECTRIC REFLECTING MICROSCOPE projects

your slides bright and clear on a giant ILLUMINATED SCREEN—enabling
people to view the image a full 10 FEET AWAY! Does away with eyestrain

and uncertain peering through dirty lenses. Makes it easy for you to actual-

ly photograph the objects you are studying. BATTERY OPERATED and

PORTABLE it can be moved easily from place to place without damage.

The PRECISION GROUND LENSES give absolute undistorted magnification

and perfect viewing. Complete with 3 slides and specimens. Has handy

0N-OFF SWITCH, Uses only 2 low cost type D batteries (not included).

Super sturdy construction. Money-back guarantee.

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

plus 50c postage & handling

BOX 6573 PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

TfcEJfcNDDUS SoftBaILOOHS
INFLATES TO G I A N T
20 to 30 (t. DIAMETER
MONSTER-SIZE balloons! Special Air Force surplus bal-

loon made of genuine Neoprene Rubber for extra dura-

bility. Never used. Out of this world (it even looks like a

flying saucer when inflated!). Think of the fun you'll

have; Draw a picture of a monster on the balloon with

luminous paint and inflate it at night. Wow! The neigh-

bors will run screaming! Special limited offer sold at

fraction of cost. $2.00 plus 50c postage and handling

MANY USES . . . absolutely terrific for attracting atten-

tion and crowds at Sports Events, Openings, Fairs,

Roadside Stands, Gas Stations, etc. • Great fun at

School Games, to promote and advertise Special Events,

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

BOX 6573 PHILADELPHIA 38. PENNA.
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NOW
THE EXCI

YOU CAN HEAR
ING SOUND of

SPACE STORIES and SOUNDS
NARRATED BY BILL STERN —
WITH AERODYNAMIC MUSIC
Here's a special Collector's Item long play-

ing (33 1/3 rpm) record that features

thrilling adaptations of 4 of the most ex-

citing space-science novels of all time!

THE FIRST MEN ON THE MOON, by H. G.

WELLS, tells of life on the moon and the

Strange Selenites, or Moon-Men. Teems
with suspenseful action. THE WAR OF THE
WORLDS, another great classic by Mr.

Wells about an invasion of Earth by Mar-

tians. And, there's a trip through the di-

mensions of both time & space in Mr.

Wells' startling THE TIME MACHINE.

From the pen of Jules Verne comes A JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH, $0 i

a fascinating story which takes us in the opposite direction— down rather than up. L
SCIENCE FICTION SOUND EFFECTS

A truly special One-Gf-A-Kind album. Listen to ROCKET

BLAST-OFF, SPACE SHIP IN MOTION, ELECTRONIC TELE-

SCOPE, ELECTRONIC DRONE, SPACE SOUNDS, SONIC

SEARCH, SOUNDS OF APPROACHING MISSILES plus 24

other unique sounds. Only $5.95

ROCKETS MISSILES & SPACE TRAVEL

ROCKETS
MISSILES

AND
SPACE
TRAVEL

An outstanding record of the sounds of history being made

now at Cape Canav eral—the thunder ot an ATLAS take off,

the COUNT-DOWN and firing of a SNARK, the screaming

blast of a JUPITER MISSILE, personal interviews with VON

BRAUN and others at the Atlantic Missile Range. Only $5.95

Use Handy Coupon TO ORDER YOUR RECORD ALBUMS

PLEASE RUSH ME THE FOLLOWING
LONG-PLAYING ALBUMS:

ROCKETS & MISSILES &
SPACE TRAVEL;

$5.95 plus 30c postage & handling.

SPACE STORIES & SOUNDS;

$2.98 plus 30c postage & handling.

SCIENCE FICTION SOUND EFFECTS;

$5.95 plus 30c postage & handling.

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

BOX 6573 PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

Name „„

Address

City Zone.

State _.„



cy°2!i saw

FEATURING:
#1_PICTUHE OF EVIL, THE VIO-

LIN OF DEATH, THE DEADLY
CURSE OF KHAR AND DEVIL'S
CHAIR.

#3— IL MAESTRO, FIRST MAN ON
THE MOON, TRAPPED, WING-
ED PRAYER.

#5—SAD SACK—AT THE BEACH,
A BASEBALL GAME, THE 200,
GIRLFRIEND.

#6—INFERNO, DUSTER PILOT,
GOLD, KILLER WHALE.

YOUR CHOICE OF
ANY 3 BOOKS-

ONLY $1.00

ALL 6 BOOKS-ONLY
$2.00

YOU WON'T BELIEVE

YOUR EYES! FREE 3D

SPACE GOGGLES WITH

EACH BOOK!

Dept. SP-3

REAL V/2 INCH LONG

MINIATURE PISTOL

FIRES A LOUD, NOISY

BLANK CARTRIDGE!

This miniature pistol really

fires! When friends ask "Does it

work?" they will be startled when you

"shoot" them—as the noise is equal to

an actual pistol shot. These authentic replica

pistols are made by skilled European gunsmiths of

finely polished steel. They are hand-engraved on the

butt with handsome scrollwork. The barrel breaks for loading

and the hammer actually cocks to fire the SAFE, LOUD BLANK
when the trigger is pulled. Comes complete with 25 FREE blanks and

a miniature RAM-ROD to expell the empty cartridge after firing. Gift boxed

in plastic case—Only $2.98 plus 25c postage & handling.

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3 BOX 6573 PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

NIGHTMARE. ANYONE? You've heard of
records in o humorous vein — well this one
can only be called HORROR IN A JUGULAR
VEIN. A frightening narration from the
stories of the old master of horror himself —
Edgar Allan Poe. THE PIT AND THE PENDU-
LUM is tough enough on your nerves, but
wait until your hear THE TELL-TALE HEART

one of Poe's best and most terrorii

ties. Long Play Album. Only $1.98.

FAMOUS GHOST S HORROR STORIES
read by Nelson Olmstead, radio's fa-

mous sinister voice. Includes THE SIG-
NAL MAN by Charles Dickens; THE
MUMMY'S FOOT, WHAT WAS IT, THE
BODY SNATCHER, OCCURRENCE AT
OWL CREEK BRIDGE and others. Only
$4.98.

Edgar Allan Poe

A GREAT ASSORTMENT of Edgar Allen

Poe tales, narrated by Nelson Olmstead
of radio fame. Famous classics as A
CASK OF AMONTILLADO, THE FALL
OF THE HOUSE OF USHER, THE TELL-

TALE HEART, MASOUE OF THE RED
DEATH, THE STRANGE CASE OF M.
VALDEMAR and others. Only $4.98.



Mow Ybum (W /our FAWE monsters!

Weird music ft chilling sound affects

created for 12 different frightening

mn«. HAUNTED HOUSE—groans, rattles

& unknown sounds; SPELLBOUND—super-

natural thorn* musk; HEARTBEAT, JUNGLE
FEVER, THE LONG WALK and othors cal-

culated to SHOCK! Long Play Album.
Only $3.98.

PANIC—SON OF SHOCK
SHOCK, but with 1 2 now series of strange

effects. Features OUT OF THIS WORLD,
THE PRISON BREAK, RAIN, THE OPERA-
TION, YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY, A
SHOT IN THE DARK and others thai will

make you PANIC! Long Flay Album.
Only $1.98.

A wild SPIKE JONES album featuring

DRACULA, VAMPIRA t THE MAD DOCTOR,
n TEENAGE BRAIN SURGEON, MONSTER
MOVIE BALL, FRANKENSTEIN'S LAMENT
POISEN TO PO I SEN, THIS IS YOUR DEATH,
MY OLD FLAME, plus others specially re-

corded to drive you mad with ghoulish

Long Flay Album. Only $3.98.

Please rush me the following LONG PLAYING ALBUMS:

THEMES FROM HORROR MOVIES; $3.98 plus 25< postage and
handling.

SHOCK; $3.98 plus 25* postage and handling.

PANIC - SON OF SHOCK; $1.98 plus 2S( postage and handling.

SPIKE JONES IN HI-FI; $3.98 plus 2S« postage and handling.

NIGHTMARE; $1.98 plus 25c postage and handling.

SLEEP NO MORE: $4.98 plus 25c postage and handling.

TALES OF TERROR: $4.98 plus 25c postage and handling.

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

BOX 6573

PHILADELPHIA 38, PINNA.

Name ...

Street..

City

State....

..Zone..
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HERE'S MORE EXCITING PAPERBACK BOOKS!

NIGHTS BLACK AGENTS

Nine great tales of

horror by Fritz Lieb-

er, jr. Bone-chilling

stories of ancient

life wherever and
whenever violent hu-

man emotions call

them into being, to

feast on the grisly

terror of their hap-
less victims. Sheer
mayhem! Real ter-

rors that exist in

large cities! Read
this one at your own
risk!

ZACHERLEY S

VULTURE

STEW
Once again, ZACHER-

LEY dares to present

coction of superior

horror stories. This

selection will chilt,

edify, delight and

paralyze — spicing

them (as Zacherley

always does) with

ghoulish humor, the

result is sheer may-

hem. An excellent

collectors item!

INVISIBLE

MEN

TALES TO BE TOLD

IN THE

DARK

Invisibility is an idea

which has enchanted
mankind for ages—
and is the perfect

blueprint for exciting

horror. Ha wonder

that some of the

finest writers have

written on this

theme! Among the

very best are storii

in this paperback.

Do you have a secret

desire to chill blood,

tingle spines? Here

are ten stories by

the masters of hor-

ror, with hints by the

editor on reading

them aloud to your

own circle. You'll be

the life of the wake.

BEST STORIES OF

H. G. WELLS

wild

Before flying

more than

dream, a story by H,

G. Wells described

with extraordinary

vividness the first

days of flight. Before

tank warfare was

even imagined, he

had foreseen the use

and effectiveness of

the tank Wells was

a pioneer in science

fiction before it even

had a name.

VILLAGE OF THE

DAMNED

THE DOLL MAKER SOME OF YOUR BLOOD

indins films of

the year. Enough to

scare Ihe bravest

sscape the

mastery of

n egomaniac prac-

icing unknown hor-

A graphic, enro-

ll short novel of

weird and chilling

characters that seem
absolutely real — by

a new author of
frightening tales:

Sarban. Don't miss

Another great mod-
ern horror sto-y by
Theodore Sturgeon-

one of the most ex-

citing authors of the

Her

a short horror novel

that reaches a haunt-

ing intensity. A bril-

liant novel of mod-
ern times that will

play fantastic tricks

with your imagina-

tion. The best from

the master ot fan-

tasy!

NIGHT RIDE THE OTHER PASSENGER THINGS WITH CLAWS

Selected short stor-

ies calculated to

chill the blood. Like

the hero of The
Passenger,

you suddenly feel

beyond the yellow

circle of your read-

something waiting,

waiting to pounce.
The bristles on the

back of your neck

Here's one we could

the last page was
read! An absolutely

fascinating collec-

tion of stories hav-

ing to do with "claw-

ed- creatures with
murderous motives."

Truly terrifying tales

of worlds we dream
about but wouldn't

want to visit—and
the creatures that

inhabit these dream
worlds!

YOUR CHOICE
ANY 3 BOOKS!
ONLY $1.00

plus 30c for

postage &
handling

CAPTAIN COMPANY,

Dept. SP 3 BOX 6573

PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

TWICE LIFE-SIZE HUMAN MODEL OF

Hundreds of readers asked for it—and

here it is: a SUPERLON plastic kit for

construction of a complete model of the

Human Eye, featuring a unique "life-

like" movement of the actual eye &

muscles. Kit contains full bone skull

section for eye orbit, which is used as

a display stand for assembled model.

Includes transparent lens, cornea, full-

color anatomy charts, easy-to-follow in-

structions to make your own "EYf".

Only $2.00. Add 35c for postage & hand-

ling. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3 Bex 6573, Philadelphia 38, Penna.



PROJECT ANY PICTURE
IN THIS MAGAZINE - UP TO 4 FEET WIDE

No Films or Slides

Necessary
INSTANTLY PROJECTS
ANY PHOTOGRAPH
DRAWING, COMICS
SNAPSHOT, ETC. IN
COLOR OR BLACK AND
WHITE

WILL PROJECT ANYT

The MAGNAJECTOR is a brand new invention that enlarges ANY
ILLUSTRATED MATERIAL to a giant four-footwide image on any
screen or wall. Absolutely no films or negatives required to project

in black or white or full color. Will clearly project ANYTHING that

can be placed under the lens opening, such as insects, leafs, etc.

Think of the hours of fun and entertainment you'll have moving the

MAGNAJECTOR over the pages of SPACEMEN and other

magazines and newspapers! Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories— plug in anywhere. Only $4$6.95

I
USE IT TO THROW A SPACE PARTY!

FREE
Handy

luggage-type
CARRYING

CASE

USES ORDINARY HOUSE-
HOLD LIGHT BULB

ENLARGES AND PROJECTS
ON ANY CLEAR SURFACE
ADJUSTABLE TWIN PRE-
CISION LENSES

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE -
MAIL TODAY!

CAPTAIN COMPANY, DPT. SP-3
BOX 6573
PHILADELPHIA 38. PENNA.
Rush my MAGNAJECTOR to me by return mail. I

enclose $6.95 plus 50c postage and handling

charges. If not satisfied I can return for full refund.

Hurry!

NAME
| ADDRESS
| CITY ZONE
| STATE ,„v
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INSIDE THEBLACK
BOX

MYSTERIOUS!

SINISTER!

There it sits, the MYSTERIOUS BLACK METAL

BOX—Quiet, Sinister and Waiting. You throw

the Switch to "ON". Immediately there is a ter-

rific grinding of power as THE BOX starts jump-

ing as if it contained a hidden MONSTER. Then

the lid slowly rises ... and from inside THE

BOX emerges a frightening, eerie GREEN HAND.

The GREEN HAND grabs the switch, pushes it to

"OFF" and quickly disappears back into THE

BOX. The lid slams shut—and all is silent again!

Once seen, this is never forgotten. The most

haunting, maddening object you've ever wit-

nessed! Only $4-95 plus 25c postage & handling.

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

BOX 6573, PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

MINIATURE

GERMANIUM

SIMPLE TO
OPERATE

RADIO
NO BATTERIES NEEDED!
NO ELECTRIC OUTLET!

This tiny radio measures only

3" x 2", yet is powerful

enough to pick up iocal radio

station broadcasts. The min-

iature radio is completely

safe for all to use— as it

does not connect to any

source of power or electrici-

ty. Perfect for everyone who

wants a private, personal

radio— for listening in bed

without disturbing anyone,

terrific for sports news &

your favorite program. In the

event of a power failure the

GERMANIUM RADIO will allow

you to hear the news & civil-

ian defense broadcasts.

THE MINIATURE GERMANIUM RADIO comes complete with

private listening EAR PLUG, 5-INCH ROD ANTENNA and METAL

CLIP ANTENNA. Simply clip antenna to any metal object in the

house (water faucet, pipes, plumbing, lamp, etc., or any metal

object outside the house, such as a wire fence, etc.) Engineer-

ed for efficiency, the GERMANIUM RADIO can pick up as many

as 6 stations in some areas. Only $2.00 plus 25c postage &

handling.

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

BOX 6573 PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

MINIATURE

SPY CAMERA

FITS IN PALM OF HAND—YET TAKES
70 PICTURES WITH 7 ROLL OF FILM!

This tiny SPY CAMERA is only 2 inches long but will

take clear, sharp 2V4" x 2W pictures that can be

blown up to snapshot size. Camera has fixed-focus

lens and quality two-speed shutter. Uses low cost film

(10 pictures to a roll). Complete with pigskin case and

6 rolls of film that will give you 60 pictures! Camera,

case & film—all for only $2.00 plus 25c for postage

& handling.

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

BOX 6573, PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA,
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1

THIS PLANT

ACTUALLY EATS

INSECTS AND

BITS OF MEAT!

NOW YOU CAN OWN THIS
FAMOUS. BEAUTIFUL. RARE

VENUS
FLY TRAP

00 THE WORLD'S MOST UNUSUAL HOUSE PLANT!

DISCOVERED BY ARTHUR DOBBS,
COLONIAL GOVERNOR
AND NATURALIST

kingdi

. . . Upon anylhing touching the leaves
they instantly close like a spring trap
... It bears a white flower; to this

surprising
^
plant 1 have given the name

ADMIRED BY CHARLES DARWIN,
WORLD FAMOUS

BOTANIST AND EXPLORER
In T875 Profes-

frorn the rapid-
ity and force of 1

it* movements, l
is one of the most i

slightly damp bit of meat .

produce these . . . effects,

hardly possible, and yet it is

a fact."

A BEAUTIFUL PLANT! The VENUS FLY TRAP is

unusually beautiful! It bears lovely white

flowers on 12" stems, fts dark green leaves

are tipped with lovely pink traps—colorful

and unusual!

EATS FLIES AND INSECTS! Each pink trap con-

tains a bit of nectar. It is this color and
sweetness which attracts the unsuspecting in-

sect. Once he enters the trap, it snaps shut.

Digestive juices then dissolve him. When the

insect has been completely absorbed, the trap

reopens and prettily awaits another insect!

FEED IT RAW BEEF! If there are no insects in

your house, you can feed the traps tiny slivers

of raw beef. The plant will thrive on such

food. When there is no food for the traps,

the plant will feed normally through its root

system.

EASY TO GROW! The VENUS FLY TRAP bulbs

grow especially well in the home. They thrive

in glass containers and develop traps in 3 to

4 weeks. They will beautify any room in your

house. Each order includes 3 FLY TRAPS plus

SPECIAL GROWING MATERIAL packed in a

plastic bag. Only $1.00.

Unwary insect touches sensitive hairs, causing trap to

shut. Plant then dissolves & digests insect. Trap will bile

at Ibut will NOT bite off) more than it can chew—such as
a finger or a pencil. In a few days, ofter eating on insect,

it will reopen for more food.

r
CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

BOX 6573, PHILA. 38, PENNA.

Enclosed is $1.00 plus 25c for handling & mailing

for 3 FLY TRAPS AND SPECIAL GROWING MA-
TERIAL. Rush!!

Enclosed is $1.75 plus 25c handling & mailing for

6 FLY TRAPS AND SPECIAL GROWING MATERIAL.

Rush!!

ADDRESS.-

-STATE-
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NOW ON FILM - AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME!

THE MOST FRIGHTENING

HORROR MOVIE SCENE

EVER MADE!

LON CHANEY
in the "PHANTOM

original OF THE OPERA'
The original Lon Chaney's performance in the

movie PHANTOM OF THE OPERA is ranked

as one of the best classics of the silent films.

Now—for the first time anywhere—you can

show in your own home the famous 100 feet

of film depicting the thrilling "Unmasking

Scene" that takes place when Mary Philbin

rips the mask from the Phantom's face in the

underground dungeon beneath the opera

house! Exposed for tne first time is the hide-

ous, grotesque face of the Phantom— played
by Lon Chaney, wearing the masterpiece of

makeup he created just for this picture! Every

collector and horror fan will want to own this

thrilling role of film — available in either 8mm
or 16mm- your choices

YOUR CHOICE OF

THRILLING FILM

50 FEET 8mm

or

100 FEET 16mm

Smn,S4-95

$5-9516mm

;
CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

I
BOX 6573 PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

I Rush my PHANTOM OF THE OPERA film la me by return mail.

| I enclose $4.95 far BMM, or S5.95 for 16MM, plus 15? postage

| and shipping charges.

I want the fallowing film !

I indicate).

I

BMM 16MM (pi

I

I CITY_

SHOW MOVIES AT HOME!

8mm HOME MOVIE

PROJECTOR
Sturdy All Steel

Construction

Precision Ground
Polished Lenses

Takes up to 200 ft.

Reels

Powered by Stand-

ard Flashlight

Batteries

Projects Both Color

and Black & White
Film

I CAPTAIN COMPANY. Dept. SP-3

!
BOX 6573 PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

COMPLETE OUTFIT INCLUDES:

Battery Powered, Hand-Driven 8mm
Projector that projects Movies in Action

—Two Standard Flashlight Batteries—

25 Feet of Movie Film Subject—Lith-

ographed Fibre-Board Table Top Screen

With Attached Easel Stand.

64

Here is a precision motior picture pro-

jector that will show color or black and

white films right in your own home!
j ^ my gmm HOM£ PROJECTOR to me by return mail.

Sturdy, not a toy, completely portable
(

, endoM| $6 95 p \as postage and shipping charges,

for showing anywhere in or out of
Hurrv!

the house. Reel holds 200 feet of^any 1

8mm film (like the PHANTOM OF3*HE I

OPERA film shown in above ad). No |

plugs or connections to bother with— |

runs on inexpensive flashlight batteries. |

Projects real pictures on any surface.
|

Show home movies to friends, at oarties,

etc. Perfect entertainment!

Guaranteed in full

Only

NAME..

*6 95
:



US.SPACE PIONEER

I want the 8 ram WAR OF THE PLANETS.
Enclosed is $5.75 plus 25* for handling.

I want the 16 mm WAR OF THE PLANETS.
Enclosed is $10,75 plus 25? for handling.

I want the 8 mm U.S. SPACE PIONEER
Enclosed is $5.95 plus 25c for handling.

I want the 16 mm U.S. SPACE PIONEER
Enclosed is $10.95 plus 25c lor handling

CAPTAIN COMPANY, DPT. SP-3

BOX 6573

PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

Name _

Address

City.....

State...

...Zone...



GENUINE OFFICIAL U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

ASTRONAUT SPACE SUIT
BRAND-NEW, HIGH ALTITUDE
FLYING SUITS MADE FOR THE

AMERICAN ASTRONAUTS!
NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORV you can own a genuine, ab-

solutely brand-new high-altitude space, suit originally made For the

U.S. Government at a cost ot $180.00 each. THIS IS THE REAL

THING—purchased by us at a special surplus sale. Each suit

weighs seven pounds and is constructed of specially reinforced

lightweight Air Force green nylon with padded ribbing at cuffs and

neck. ELASTIC AIR COMPRESSION CHAMBERS run the entire length

of both arms and legs, and along the sides of the body. These

chambers are easily inflated with any hand pump or gas station air

pump through the three AIR HOSES and AIR-LOCK VALVES. Suits

come complete with a total of 8 ZIPPERS (on cuffs, ankles, neck t

shoulders, front & back) and 2 concealed INSIDE POCKETS. Only a

LIMITED QUANTITY of these valuable suits available at only $7.95.

ORIGINALLY
COSTS $180

* 8 ZIPPERS

* INSIDE POCKETS

if ALL NYLON
CONSTRUCTED

if WEIGHS 7 LBS.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE—MAIL COUPON TODAY

CAPTAIN COMPANY, Dept. SP-3

BOX 6573 PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

YES! I WANT ONE! Rush my ASTRONAUT SPACE SUIT to

me by return mail. I enclose $7.95 plus 75c postage &

handling charges. If not satisfied I can return for full

refund. Hurry!

NAME.



SPACEMEN SUBSCRIPTION

SPACEMEN, Subscription Dept. 4-9

I 1426 E. Washington Lane,

|

Philadelphia 38, Penna.

|
I want to get to the Moon before the'

|
other guys. Here's $2 for my 6-stage|

"rocket"—meaning, I want the next 6

issues of SPACEMEN to orbit into my|

mail-box!
|

NAME...

ADDRESS...

CITY.. ...ZONE...

STATE...

i

4
-3

Future Features:

Ray Bradbury & The
Xenomorphs! Photos &
Story of IT CAME FROM
OUTER SPACE.

"Farewell to the Mas-
ter"—the great fiction
form of THE DAY THE
EARTH STOOD STILL.

Martin Varno's NIGHT
OF THE BLOOD-BEAST
(in pictures and direct
quotes from the script.)

SPACEMEN BACK ISSUE

I

|

SPACEMEN,

|
Back Issue

|

Dept. 4 9

1
1426 E. Washington Lane*

|

Philadelphia 38, Pa.

j

Forgive me, I was asleep at the Count

, Down and missed ail when it blasted off!

j
Here's my 50c for Issue #1.

Here's my 50c for Issue #2.
I

I NAME... I

I

I ADDRESS

I CITY... .ZONE...






